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INTERNATIONAL JOB HUNTING
Choice and Partners offers job-hunting to help
candidates find overseas jobs and international
employment opportunities. During an extensive online
or phone intake, the candidate's personal- and the
search profile are mapped out. During this intake
interview, the candidate’s background, situation,
limitations and wishes are discussed. Agreements are
also made about, the search direction, specific job
titles, desired salary, work environment and hours. In
addition, it is also discussed how the Job-Hunter can
best represent the employee. It is important that the
Job-Hunter and candidate are on the same page, as in
many cases the Job-Hunter will serve as an introduction
to the candidate. After creating the search profile or
multiple search profiles, job hunting can start!
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You are not alone in the
search for other work

APPROACH

Seeking overseas jobs and international employment
opportunities comes with it’s own challenges. The JobHunter will not only inform the candidate where to find
the jobs and what the common habits in job-searching
and advertising are for the specific country/area are,
but will also educate the candidate on the jobapplication standards and etiquette (approach, resume,
interview). The Job-Hunter proposes online jobvacancies, using various job posting websites and Social
Media. We also focus on the “hidden” job market while
using Choice and Partners’ extensive network. The JobHunter makes introductions and creates new
connections, which allows the candidate to get close to
the source and before there’s any competition. In
addition to the actual job search, the Job-Hunter also
has a motivating and activating role. The Job-Hunter has
intensive contact with the candidate and will encourage
to actively approach the job market.
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APPLICATION COACHING
Job-hunting is focused on finding a job. Once we
have found a suitable vacancy, the most effective
approach is examined in order to optimize the
candidate’s chances. This may be different for each
country. When the candidate gets invited to an
interview, there will be intensive and personal
application coaching, during which the candidate
will learn to present him/ herself in the best way
for that specific position. This also includes training
in how to present yourself during phone – or video
interviews . In addition the Job-Hunter will be able
to point out things to take in consideration when
discussing benefits with the future employer
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